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Magnetical is Presence, Gravitational is holding on to survival.   Mag and Grav balance 

of energies.   Have to create a sealed environment which you can control the field 

strengths, then you can position.   Without the balance your systems fail, everyday 

millions of star-formation are created in your body.  The application of technology has to 

be in the hands of the Totality.  "Plasmatic pressure" prevents you from lift.  Only 

MagGrav field strengths above the matter can enter or exit reactor, this is fundamental.   

The inner core of earth has Nano coated layers, it was part of the original solid core 

Mother planet that created this planet.  There are invisible Nano layers within a star. 

(Like the skin on the liver, holds it together), its not a matter state but a magGrav field. 

This is how structures work.  Like a bullet in high altitude aircraft, cause destruction.  

Containment for your fields, airlock system, Earth has airlock system the atmosphere.   

Can enter the center of stone without destroying the stone.  How the Universe makes 

Nano layers, Book #4.  (38 min).  Heating of the outer core of this planet.  What a 

supernova is, etc.   Every reactor he has seen they all potentially fly, problem is the cores 

are leaking through Nano layers, single cores have flown for billions years in space, the 

star-formation is secure way. The earth and atom not star formation, but earth is position 

by conditions in solar system.   The color of the Galaxy tells you what its MG fields is 

and you can match it.  (55) This section is GREAT summary of Nano coat protection 

when entering other MG Solar Systems.   Take someone's blood with Cancer send to 

China, run it through reactor and the person in S America whose blood it is changes.   

Kidney converts energy into a matter state.  Planets central core fixes the Mag fields on 

earth.    

Mike has come on again with more reactors.  (1:38).  If you add your DNA to Gans or 

plasma it can act both ways, very Dangerous.     How to create MG pressure inside 

reactor.   Nuclear material easily creates pressure.  Right now Government allowing 

nuclear batteries. Strontium 90 decays into Strontium 94, this is problem in Fukoshima, 

leads to cancer.    Plasma electricity, delivery of power at point of use.  You don't even 

need to connect the wires to the battery.   Fungi mutarium, growing mushroom from 

plastic (2:25)  In future you just walk around the town and you absorb 80% of energy you 

need through the skin. Peace comes when you have enough to eat.     Tritium is necessary 

for the research, don't need to Gans it, already Gans of hydrogen.   It creates MG field 

from 2, not single, gives continued balanced state, electron becomes part of nucleus.  Due 

to Plutonium it created Tritium.  Create a MG field that H behaves like Cu and you've 

changed its structure.  It's how UFO's can change speed immediately.   Starship always 

travel in "twinity" (??).   Iran will be able to create Tritium, Japanese already have it.  

(3:20)   Nano coating seen only after 10,000 layers.    Getting the plasma to go beyond 

boundary of dome, motors not coated.    

 


